Evaluating the comprehensive performance of a warehousescale computer (WSC) has been a long-standing challenge. Traditional load-testing benchmarks become ineffective because they cannot accurately reproduce the behavior of thousands of distinct jobs co-located on a WSC. We therefore evaluate WSCs using actual job behaviors in live production environments. From our experience of developing multiple generations of WSCs, we identify two major challenges of this approach: 1) the lack of a holistic metric that incorporates thousands of jobs and summarizes the performance, and 2) the high costs and risks of conducting an evaluation in a live environment.
Abstract
Evaluating the comprehensive performance of a warehousescale computer (WSC) has been a long-standing challenge. Traditional load-testing benchmarks become ineffective because they cannot accurately reproduce the behavior of thousands of distinct jobs co-located on a WSC. We therefore evaluate WSCs using actual job behaviors in live production environments. From our experience of developing multiple generations of WSCs, we identify two major challenges of this approach: 1) the lack of a holistic metric that incorporates thousands of jobs and summarizes the performance, and 2) the high costs and risks of conducting an evaluation in a live environment.
To address these challenges, we propose WSMeter, a costeffective methodology to accurately evaluate a WSC's performance using a live production environment. We first define a new metric which accurately represents a WSC's overall performance, taking a wide variety of unevenly distributed jobs into account. We then propose a model to statistically embrace the performance variance inherent in WSCs, to conduct an evaluation with minimal costs and risks.
We present three real-world use cases to prove the effectiveness of WSMeter. In the first two cases, WSMeter accurately discerns 7% and 1% performance improvements from WSC upgrades using only 0.9% and 6.6% of the machines in the WSCs, respectively. We emphasize that naive statistical comparisons incur much higher evaluation costs (> 4×) and sometimes even fail to distinguish subtle differences. The third case shows that a cloud customer hosting two services on our WSC quantifies the performance benefits of software optimization (+9.3%) with minimal overheads (2.3% of the service capacity). 
CCS Concepts

Introduction
Warehouse-Scale Computer (WSC) [3, 28, 41] , a large collection of tightly networked computers, has become the standard platform to host modern internet services at global scale. For WSCs hosting a single business-critical job (e.g. HPC applications, websearch [4, 6] ), the performance evaluation becomes a straightforward task of measuring the job's performance. For many other production WSCs hosting thousands of distinct jobs [49, 54] , evaluating and improving the performance has been a long-standing challenge. While a large volume of studies propose novel features to improve the jobs and WSCs [9, 10, 18-21, 27, 29, 31, 36-40, 42, 44, 52, 53, 56] , the adoption of such features is significantly hindered by the lack of a standard WSC evaluation methodology.
For example, WSC providers often face critical purchasing or upgrading decisions which cost hundreds of millions of dollars. While Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) estimation of a new feature (e.g., hardware upgrades or software improvements [35] ) is relatively clear, there is no systematic methodology to accurately quantify its comprehensive performance impact. Consequently, WSC providers often perform expensive WSC resizing and restructuring after a feature deployment to balance the performance and costs.
Due to the limited scope of jobs and deterministic behaviors, conventional performance evaluation practices using load-testing benchmarks [5, 14, 24, 32, 55, 58] become ineffective for accurate WSC performance evaluation. The job instances 1 in our production WSCs dynamically share the computing resources (e.g., CPU, RAM, I/O) and exhibit nondeterministic performance variances. It is practically impossible to develop a benchmark which accurately models and reproduces such behaviors for thousands of different jobs.
Excluding the traditional load-testing benchmarks, we naturally evaluate a WSC with actual job behaviors in a live environment. From our experience of developing and operating multiple generations of WSCs, we identify two fundamental challenges of this live-environment evaluation.
Lack of a holistic WSC performance metric. A WSC typically hosts thousands of jobs with distinct performance characteristics and metrics. Moreover, different WSCs often host different sets of jobs. It is challenging to summarize the performance as a whole and draw a conclusion accommodating all these factors.
High costs and risks of a live-environment evaluation.
Performance evaluation on a live environment incurs significant costs and risks. We often purchase new hardware in a warehouse scale, drain and reboot a large number of machines to apply a feature, and carefully perform these steps over a long period of time to minimize the service availability losses. In addition, such features are often under development and therefore are not very stable. There is a high risk of introducing performance or even functional bugs to a live production WSC impacting millions of users.
To address these challenges, we propose Warehouse-Scale performance Meter (WSMeter), a methodology to efficiently and accurately evaluate a WSC's performance using a live production environment.
We first study the attributes of thousands of production jobs running on a live WSC to propose the definition of a holistic WSC performance metric. We define the metric as the quota-weighted 2 sum of per-job performance to factor in the peak resource usage and maximize the overall performance per costs. Further analysis on the job characteristics shows that this metric can be accurately derived from a small subset of heavyweight (i.e. large-quota) jobs, facilitating a costeffective performance evaluation.
Next, we develop a statistical model to efficiently embrace the performance variance inherent in WSCs and accurately estimate the performance metric discussed above. We design a highly efficient WSC performance model which utilizes the characteristics of the production jobs. Our model estimates the performance with tight error margins while minimizing the evaluation costs and risks.
WSMeter benefits both WSC providers (e.g., WSC administrators such as Google) and customers (e.g., cloud-based service providers such as Spotify and Evernote [45] ). The providers can estimate the potentials of their new WSCimproving hardware and software upgrades, and the customers can measure the impact of service optimizations.
We validate WSMeter with two WSC provider's use cases and one WSC customer's use case. For the first category, we 1) upgrade machine CPU and quantify the per-core performance improvements and 2) apply a new DVFS policy and measure its performance impacts. WSMeter accurately distinguishes 7% and 1% improvements from the two cases using only 0.9% and 6.6% of the WSC's capacity, respectively. We emphasize that a naive statistical approach incurs much larger overheads and sometimes fails to detect improvements. The WSC customer's case shows that WSMeter discerns 9.3% performance improvement from a software optimization using only 2.3% of the service instances. These results demonstrate that WSMeter enables an accurate and cost-effective WSC performance evaluation.
In summary, we make the following contributions:
• Problem identification. Through an analysis on live production environments constituting global internet services, we explain the challenges of WSC performance evaluation and show that conventional practices become ineffective.
• Holistic performace metric for WSCs. To quantify the performance benefits of new features, we develop a metric which accurately summarizes the performance of a production WSC running thousands of jobs.
• Statistical performance model for WSCs. To efficiently derive the WSC performance metric, we develop a statistical model based on the performance characteristics of production jobs. The model allows us to discern subtle performance differences using only a small fraction of a WSC.
• Wide applicability. Both WSC providers and customers may use WSMeter to effectively analyze and quantify the performance of their services, jobs, and platforms.
• Real-world validation. We validate WSMeter against two WSC improvement cases (i.e., upgrading CPUs, applying a new DVFS policy) and one service optimization case (i.e., software upgrade) and successfully demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach. We are actively using WSMeter to examine other novel WSC enhancement schemes.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 motivates the need for systematic WSC performance evaluation. Section 3 explains the process of developing the WSC performance metric. Section 4 describes our statistical approach to accurately and efficiently derive the metric. Section 5 illustrates implementation considerations of WSMeter. Section 6 shows the evaluation results from three case studies. Related work is presented in Section 7. We conclude the paper in Section 8. 
Background and Motivation
In this section, we introduce the need for a systematic WSC performance evaluation methodology, explain its key challenges with a detailed analysis, and set the design goals to motivate WSMeter.
Analysis methodology. We observe our live production WSC running thousands of jobs which constitute globalscale internet services (e.g., databases [8, 12] , data analytics [16] , websearch [4, 6] , infrastructure support [7] ). The WSC consists of several thousand machines -we subdivide it into a current and a new WSC following the validation methodology in Section 6.1, to measure the performance impact of a new feature (i.e., new DVFS policy). The machines in the WSC have identical hardware and software setup (other than the feature) to eliminate the performance variation from platform heterogeneity. We monitor the job performance for 24 hours and report the averages to minimize the effect of the variations over time.
Need for a Systematic Performance Evaluation Methodology
To improve a WSC's performance and cost-effectiveness, a large volume of studies discuss resource-and performanceaware job scheduling [18-21, 36-38, 44, 49, 52-54, 56] , adaptive power management [29, 31, 39, 40, 42] , novel architectures [9, 10, 27] , and systematic performance investigation methods [2, 17, 22, 25, 30, 33, 47, 48, 50] . Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, there is no standard methodology to evaluate the holistic performance of a WSC running thousands of distinct jobs. As a result, WSC providers and customers often struggle to heuristically maintain the balance between conflicting performance demands. Figure 1 shows such an example where we need to evaluate whether a new DVFS policy is beneficial for the overall performance. We observe that half of the jobs experience performance boost while the other half suffer from degradations. It is difficult to finalize the decision because the jobs have conflicting performance behaviors and there is no metric to summarize the overall performance impact. This example well illustrates the need for a systematically defined performance evaluation methodology. 
Analysis on WSC Performance Characteristics
We analyze the characteristics of a WSC to identify why performance evaluation becomes challenging for WSCs.
First, we analyze WSC job performance characteristics. We pick one performance-increasing job and one performancedegrading job from Figure 1 , and observe the performance distributions of their instances (Figure 2 ). While the average job performance clearly increases or decreases in the new WSC, the individual instance performance shows a wide range of behaviors and it is difficult to distinguish the average differences even from the distributions. The performance variances come from input data variance and resource interference, which are the inevitable nature of distributed jobs running on a multi-tenant WSC. This indicates that it is impossible to accurately estimate the jobs' performance from few naively selected instances. Figure 3 shows the performance distribution of the machines in the current and new WSCs. As the machines host a variety of jobs and the jobs again have a wide range of performance behaviors, the machines also exhibit a wide range of performance despite the homogeneity of hardware and software setup.
In summary, the jobs and machines in WSCs show diverse behaviors at large scale, making it difficult to accurately quantify the performance from few observations. 
Challenges of the Performance Evaluation
We now discuss how the inherent WSC characteristics incur performance evaluation challenges.
Ineffective load-testing benchmarks. Traditional loadtesting benchmarks aim to faithfully model and reproduce realistic job behaviors to stress and evaluate a system. However, a WSC's job behaviors are too diverse and complex to understand and emulate via simple benchmarks. Even if one manages to record all the job and performance characteristics, it is practically infeasible to reproduce such a large-scale behavior, nor is there a system (other than a WSC) to run the load and measure performance results. Therefore, loadtesting approach becomes ineffective for evaluating WSCs. Lack of a WSC performance metric. Conventionally, the performance of a system is reported as the user-level performance metrics (e.g., wall-clock execution time, operations per second) from well-understood load-testing benchmarks such as SPEC [13] and TPC's server benchmarks [43] . As they become unsuitable for WSC evaluation, we lose the performance metrics as well.
As illustrated in Figure 1 , defining and comparing WSC performance is challenging because the jobs often show conflicting performance behaviors. The lack of WSC performance metric hinders making critical decisions to improve the overall performance in a data driven manner. High costs and risks of a live-environment evaluation. As we drop load-testing benchmarks from our options, we now deploy a new feature to a live production environment to understand the performance impacts. Unfortunately, such an evaluation incurs prohibitive costs and risks.
While a feature deployment itself incurs considerable costs (e.g., purchasing hardware, affecting production jobs), the large performance variance forces us to deploy the feature to a large number of machines (or jobs) to accurately measure the new performance. In addition, deploying an experimental feature with possible bugs runs the risk of disrupting live production services. These challenges discourage WSC providers and customers from aggressively evaluating novel features to improve their performance.
Design goals of WSMeter
To address the challenges discussed in the previous section, we set the design goals of WSMeter as follows.
Develop a WSC performance metric. We aim to develop a WSC performance metric to facilitate performance evaluation and comparison. The metric should represent the performance of hundreds of thousands of jobs with conflicting behaviors as a whole, to confirm whether a new feature improves or degrades the overall performance. Propose a low-cost and low-risk performance evaluation method. We aim to reduce the overheads of live WSC performance evaluation to encourage WSC providers and customers to aggressively evaluate and deploy new features. We emphasize that even a small improvement may translate into considerable cost reductions at such a scale. The efficient evaluation method should reduce the costs and risks while accurately delivering the WSC performance metric discussed above.
Holistic Performance Metric for Warehouse-Scale Computers
In this section, we discuss our approach to define a holistic performance metric for WSCs. We introduce our metric development process and discuss the challenges of deriving the metric along with our strategy to overcome them.
Defining the Performance Metric
Intuitively, the overall WSC performance should be an aggregation of per-job performance. We therefore start from the basic form below:
where i denotes a unique job ID. The equation raises three questions: 1) how is the weight determined?, 2) which performance metric should we use?, and 3) which jobs should we include?. We explain our observations and choices. Weight. Weight determines how much a job's performance affects the overall performance. By setting it to the factor which we value (e.g., cost, criticality), we can prioritize the performance of more valuable jobs (i.e., higher cost or criticality). With this setting, maximizing the performance metric eventually maximizes the performance per the value as well. For our environment, we use a job's quota to determine the weight (i.e., W eiдht i = Job i's quota / Total quota). Since quota is a measure of resources a job is allowed to use, our definition encourages to improve the performance of resourceintensive jobs to ultimately improve the overall resource utilization of a WSC. In addition, quota also determines the costs to execute a job in our system; improving the performance metric therefore best increases the cost efficiency as well.
As a practical approach, we use CPU quota among the resources that define a quota. While some resources only guarantee the running space for a job (e.g., RAM capacity, storage capacity), CPU quota determines how much time a job is active and therefore better represents the overall job activity. We note that previous work [30] also profiled the CPU cycle consumption (i.e., time) to successfully derive meaningful insights from WSC performance behaviors. Performance metric. Defining a unified performance metric is difficult because a WSC hosts a wide variety of jobs with different metrics (e.g., wall clock execution time, operations per second). If all the jobs in a WSC (or all the services of a WSC customer) share the same user-level performance metric, we recommend using it as it best represents the true job performance. Our WSC customer use case (Section 6.5) is such an example.
In other cases, we use IPC (or MIPS) as the performance metric for the following reasons. First, it is well-correlated to the user-level performance metrics for our production jobs. Thanks to the highly optimized binaries (e.g., minimal spinlocks), our jobs have a stable instruction footprint per request/load and the performance impacts from various resources (e.g., CPU, memory, I/O) all appear as IPC changes. In addition, our WSC schedulers dynamically adapt resource allocations to minimize the idle resources while guaranteeing the QoS (e.g., latency-sensitive jobs). This further ensures the IPC to be proportional to the throughput by eliminating the low-IPC high-throughput jobs (i.e., scheduler takes such jobs' wasted resources away to increase the IPC and utilization). Our previous studies [53, 57] also confirm these observations. Second, since it is a hardware-based metric which all the jobs have, we can easily aggregate the performance of thousands of different jobs. Job selection. Ideally, the WSC performance metric should be derived from: 1) identical set of jobs as we want to measure the performance under identical (or at least similar) WSC behavior, and 2) all the jobs running on a WSC as they all contribute to the overall performance.
However, we note that it is impossible to achieve both properties as WSCs run vastly different sets of jobs. In the following sections, we further discuss the challenges of job selection and introduce our solution. 
Challenge I: Uneven Distribution of Jobs
We observe that different WSCs host very different sets of jobs, making fair and accurate WSC performance comparisons difficult. Figure 4 illustrates an example from our WSCs. As a retrospective study, we attempt to compare the performance of two full-scale WSCs of similar sizes (i.e., WSC 1 and 2). However, among all the jobs that appear on the two WSCs, only 30% are common on both WSCs. With such an uneven distribution of jobs, it is difficult to quantify the performance differences without introducing a bias.
To improve fairness, we may use only the common jobs of the WSCs while sacrificing the representativeness of the evaluation. We further analyze the CPU quotas of the WSCs to identify how much bias we would introduce by excluding the WSC-specific jobs. Surprisingly, the results (Figure 5a) show that a significant portion (95%+) of the quota is consumed by the common jobs that appear on both WSCs. Further analysis (Figure 5b) shows that there exist heavyweight jobs which occupy a large portion of the total quota. We find that many of these heavyweight jobs are basic infrastructure jobs (e.g., databases, caches, distributed locks) that the other higher-level jobs utilize; they are therefore common across different WSCs. Based on this observation, we decide to use the common jobs of the WSCs to derive the performance and perform fair comparisons.
Challenge II: Large Number of Jobs
In the previous section, we show that the common heavyweight jobs constitute the first-order performance characteristics. However, the absolute number of the jobs can be still very large, making the performance measurement difficult.
We therefore attempt to further reduce the number of jobs to include in the performance evaluation. Specifically, we vary the number of jobs to include in the performance calculation and observe how much the performance deviates from the all-job-based performance. We test for the top 1 to 500 heavyweight jobs in WSC 1 (Figure 4) . Figure 6 shows the CPU quota coverage (i.e., quota of the selected jobs / quota of all jobs) and the performance (IPC) deviation. As expected, including more jobs reduces the performance deviation and improves the representativeness. For this WSC, considering 10%∼20% of the common jobs (in Figure 4) reduces the deviation to few percent. 
Statistical Performance Model for Warehouse-Scale Computers
In this section, we describe our statistical approaches to reduce the live performance evaluation costs while accurately delivering the WSC performance metric.
Embracing the Variance with Statistics
To minimize the evaluation costs while maximizing the performance estimation fidelity, we use statistical tools to systematically embrace the performance variance. We consider a (performance) metric with variance as a random variable following a certain probability distribution. The Central Limit Theorem (CLT) 3 then suggests that if we make sufficient observations, we can accurately deduce the average statistic [23] . In particular, if we make N observations (i.e., take a sample with size N ) from an arbitrary distribution following (μ, σ 2 ), the mean of the N observations (i.e., sample mean, m) should follow a t-distribution with (μ, σ 2 /N ) 4 . We may estimate the population mean (μ) as:
wherem and s are the mean and standard deviation from N observations (i.e., the sample) and t decides the confidence level. A common practice is to set t ≈ 2 to achieve confidence level ≈ 95% 5 . For a given confidence level, we control the fidelity of the estimation with the sample size (N ). Taking a larger sample will make the confidence interval narrower (or reduce the margin of error, t × s/ √ N ) and improve the estimation fidelity.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of the theory by performing samplings on a performance metric (i.e., machine performance in Figure 3 ). Figure 7 shows the sample mean's (m) distribution from 1,000 sampling trials, for two sample sizes. Increasing the sample size successfully improves the fidelity of the estimation. The larger sample (N=100) has the estimations heavily clustered around the true average value while the smaller sample (N=1) does not. This shows that CLT allows us to estimate the average of highly variable metrics with minimal costs. Figure 7 . Estimating WSC machine performance with different sample sizes. We perform 1,000 trials and present the distribution (histogram).
Baseline Performance Model:
Machine Granularity A straightforward way to apply the statistical model is to consider the machine performance as a random variable as we did for Figure 7 . Applying the CLT, we can estimate the average WSC machine performance (μ) asm ± t × s/ √ N , wherem and s are the sample's mean and standard deviation, and N is the sample size (i.e., number of machines observed).
While this baseline model accurately estimates the average WSC machine performance, it has the following drawbacks. First, it does not follow our WSC performance metric definition (discussed in Section 3). Accordingly, we cannot emphasize per-job importance using weights, use user-level performance metrics, or ensure that we are deriving the performance from a carefully selected set of jobs. Second, its evaluation costs are generally higher than WSMeter's job granularity model (introduced in Section 4.3). As the baseline model tries to make estimations from the sum of highly variable job behaviors, it achieves lower efficiency compared to the model which precisely utilizes per-job behaviors. We further discuss its inefficiencies in Section 6.
WSMeter's Performance Model: Job Granularity
To overcome the limitations of the baseline model, we propose a job granularity performance model for WSMeter. In this model, we estimate each job's performance and aggregate multiple job performance estimations to construct the overall performance. The model therefore faithfully follows the WSC performance definition (from Section 3) and leverages its benefits. In addition, WSC customers hosting multiple services may also use this model by substituting the job performance with their service performance and the job weight with their own definition of service weight.
We first assume job i's performance has mean and variance (μ i , σ 2 i ). Observing N i job instances, its sample mean (m i ) would follow a t-distribution with (μ i , σ 2 i /N i ). The comprehensive WSC performance is the weighted sum of the per-job performance: where w i denotes the weight of the job i (discussed in Section 3.1). The summation runs over all the jobs we consider and the sum of the weights equals 1 (i.e., 100%). As the summation of t-distribution random variables does not follow a t-distribution (or other well-known distributions), we approximate m i to follow a normal distribution. We justify this approach in Section 5.2.1. Under the normality assumption, the weighted sum of the per-job performance (m Sum , i.e., (w i × m i )) follows a normal distribution with the following mean and variance:
We examine the correlations between the job performances because they determine the covariance term of the σ 2
Sum
(which we try to minimize). First, we analyze the performance relationship between the heavyweight jobs and the other co-located jobs (Figure 8) . Specifically, for each of the top three heavyweight jobs, we plot the job's instance IPCs with the machine IPCs calculated excluding the job's instance IPCs (i.e., the co-located jobs' IPCs). From the shape of the distributions, we notice that the two variables lack a linear relationship. We also calculate the distance correlation coefficients [51] of the two variables. Unlike conventionally used Pearson's correlation coefficient, (near-)zero distance correlation coefficient implies that the variables are statistically independent. From the small coefficients, we conclude that the two IPCs are independent.
Second, we investigate the performance correlation between the heavyweight jobs. We pick a pair of heavyweight jobs, calculate the distance/Pearson's correlation using the two jobs' IPCs obtained from the same racks (e.g., job A's IPC from rack 1∼5 and job B's IPC from rack 1∼5), and show the histograms of the coefficients in Figure 9 . Majority of the job pairs have a small distance correlation coefficient, indicating that they are almost independent. In addition, the Pearson's coefficients are clustered around zero; since the covariance is a scaled sum of the Pearson's coefficients, it is very likely to have a (near-)zero value. Therefore, we approximate the WSC performance as a normal random variable whose mean is the weighted sum of the per-job performance estimations and the variance is the weight-squared sum of the per-job variances (i.e., ignore the covariance term).
We now control the performance estimation's variance (σ 2 Sum , i.e., evaluation fidelity) by adjusting the job performance estimations' variances (σ 2 i /N i ). Note that the variance is determined by the number of observations (N i ). Our goal is to satisfy the variance requirement (σ 2 Sum < σ 2 T arдet ) while minimizing the evaluation costs ( N i × Cost o f observinд Job i s instance). In our case, the cost of observing a job instance is set proportional to the job instance's CPU quota.
We formulate a discrete optimization problem to find the optimal combination of N i s using a solver as follows:
Minimize the cost function:
f observinд Job i s instance
While satisfying the following constraints:
min(N i ) is set to satisfy the normality assumption (details in Section 5.2.1) and MAX (N i ) is the total number of job i's instances in a WSC.
By observing the N i job instances that a solver suggests, we can estimate the WSC performance metric (i.e., estimate μ Sum asm Sum ±t ×s Sum ) while meeting the target evaluation fidelity. We demonstrate its effectiveness in Sections 5 and 6.
Implementation
In this section, we elaborate on the implementation details of WSMeter. We first provide an overview of the performance evaluation process. We then discuss practical implementation challenges and our design decisions to address them. Lastly, we describe our automated WSMeter framework. Figure 10 . Overview of WSMeter's performance evaluation process. Figure 10 illustrates WSMeter's performance evaluation steps. The example assumes the WSMeter's job granularity model but the baseline model follows a similar process.
Overview of the WSMeter Process
Step 1. Analyze the current WSC's performance. First, we analyze the job performance characteristics of the current WSC. We measure the jobs' weight (w i ), performance distribution (μ i and σ i ), and the number of instances (MAX (N i )).
Note that we investigate all the job instances in the WSC to calculate population performance statistics (i.e., μ i and σ i ), not sample statistics (i.e.,m i and s i ). As a result, we get the exact performance of the current WSC which we later compare with the new performance. The per-job performance characteristics are utilized again in the later steps to determine the evaluation costs for a given target fidelity.
Step 2. Select the jobs and target evaluation fidelity. Next, we select the jobs to include in the performance evaluation and decide the target evaluation fidelity. We investigate the tradeoff between job diversity and weight coverage / performance deviation (e.g., Figure 6 ) to select the jobs. Including more jobs improves the representativeness (i.e., quota coverage) and reduces the deviation, but has a potential of increasing the evaluation costs. Note that the job selection also affects the weights of the jobs (w i ) because we always normalize the sum of the weights to be 100%. For the target evaluation fidelity, we set the upper bound of the performance variance (σ 2 T arдet ). We can also interpret this as setting the margin of error (i.e., confidence interval width represented as the % of the average value). Lowering the bound reduces the margin of error and better estimates the performance at higher costs. In our example, we set σ T arдet = 0.008 / ±2% margin of errors, which is suitable for detecting >4% changes 6 . 6 The confidence interval of the new performance estimation should not overlap with the current WSC performance to claim significant differences, because the true (i.e., population) new performance may lie anywhere in that interval. In general, ±x % confidence interval robustly distinguishes 2x % performance difference because in the worst case, the true new performance would be on one boundary (e.g., +x %) and the current WSC performance would be on the other boundary (e.g., −x %, hence 2x % away from the true new performance).
Step 3. Solve an optimization problem. Using the information from the first two steps, we solve the optimization problem discussed in Section 4.3. The solver generates the number of job instances to observe (N i ) to satisfy the target fidelity (i.e., σ 2 Sum, N ew ≤ σ 2 T arдet ), while minimizing the evaluation costs.
Step 4. Build a testing cluster and measure the performance. The fourth step is to build a testing cluster with the new feature and measure the new job performance. The cluster is constructed by either replacing the existing machines in the current WSC or adding new machines along with the current WSC. We discuss how we monitor the N i job instances from the testing cluster in Section 5.2.2.
From this step, we calculate the new job performance characteristics (m i , s i ) as well as the new overall performance characteristics (m Sum, N ew , s Sum, N ew ) following the model in Section 4.3. Note that we use sample statistics as we do not have the population (i.e., a full WSC with the new feature).
Step 5. Check the fidelity requirements. Lastly, we ensure that the new performance variance meets the fidelity requirements (i.e., s 2 Sum, N ew ≤ σ 2 T arдet ). Often, the new feature increases the performance variance of the jobs (i.e., σ i, N ew > σ i,Cur r ent ). In such a case, N i s become insufficient because they are derived based on the smaller variance. We therefore re-calculate the N i s by updating the variances in the optimization problem and perform another round of measurement, until the requirement is satisfied 7 . Alternatively, we may relax the fidelity requirements to simply accept less precise results. Upon passing the variance checking step, we safely accept the estimate of the new performance.
Challenges and Design Decisions
We now discuss the practical challenges of implementing WSMeter and our design decisions to handle them. 7 We use sample statistics (s i, N ew ) to estimate the new performane variance (σ i, N ew ). To embrace estimation errors and prevent excessive iterations, we recommend observerving more job instances than required (i.e., > N i ) to create headroom in the evaluation fidelity. 
Normality of the sample statistics
When developing the performance model, we use Central Limit Theorem (CLT) to assume the normality of the sample mean (m i ). While CLT requires a sufficient number of observations to work (i.e., N i > min(N i )), the minimum number varies depending on the underlying distribution. We thus examine how many observations are sufficient. We first select the top four heavyweight jobs and check whether their performance estimations (m i ) follow a normal distribution. Figure 11 shows the standardized cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of the job performance estimations and the ideal normal distribution. The results show that sample size 20 (i.e., 20 observations) is sufficient to ensure normality for all four jobs. Size 4 incurs slight deviation for some cases (e.g., Job 1) but the distributions are sharper than the standard normal distribution.
We also examine the effect of minimum sample size on the evaluation costs and fidelity ( Figure 12 ). For two minimum sample sizes (i.e., 20 and 4) and three different job selections (i.e., top 50, 100, and 200 heavyweights), we solve the optimization problem targeting ±1% margin of error to obtain the number of required observations (N i ). From the N i s, we get the corresponding margin of error (which should be ≤ ±1%) and the total machine costs to host the job instances.
When min(N i ) = 4, we achieve the exact target fidelity (i.e., margin of error). Considering more heavyweight jobs does not necessarily increase the costs, because newly included jobs 1) occasionally have smaller variance than the existing jobs and 2) take away the weights of the existing jobs to eventually help reduce the overall variance. For min(N i ) = 20, the costs increase as the number of jobs increases because we always end up selecting the minimum number of instances for all the jobs (i.e., N i = 20 for all i's satisfies the fidelity requirements for all three cases).
Based on these empirical analyses, we set min(N i ) to 4 to strike the balance among coverage, fidelity and cost.
Constructing the testing cluster in a live WSC
One approach to build a testing cluster is to compactly pack the N i job instances on the testing cluster, which allows us to achieve the minimal evaluation costs that a solver calculates. However, this also creates an unnatural environment that exacerbates the contention on shared resources; the machines in a live production WSC usually do not experience such intense job co-locations. Accordingly, the performance evaluation results would be no longer realistic. Moreover, packing the instances into a few racks and power domains increase the risk of failure and impact the availability of production services.
To preserve all the scheduling rules and observe the instances in a natural co-location scenario, we use a set of machines that already have the required job instances to construct a testing cluster. For the ease of implementation, instead of solving an optimization problem and trying to find a set of machines which have ≥ N i instances for the jobs we consider, we 1) randomly pick a fixed number of machines to form a testing cluster, 2) select the jobs which satisfy N i > min(N i ) to ensure normality, and 3) estimate the performance from the selected jobs. If the selected jobs provide too low coverage (i.e., too many jobs get excluded due to N i < min(N i )), we may re-select the machines until the coverage becomes satisfactory. In case we add new machines to build a testing cluster, we ask the scheduler to migrate the selected jobs (in the randomly-selected existing machines) to the new machines.
To illustrate the effectiveness of our cluster construction method, we analyze the coverage and performance estimation fidelity for various testing cluster sizes ( Figure 13) . For each size, we perform 100 cluster constructions and report the best and average values. We note that both the best and average achieve high fidelity and reasonable coverage at affordable costs. Further analysis on the testing clusters tells that heavyweight jobs' instances are quite prevalent so our randomly generated testing clusters often have enough instances to achieve high coverage and low margin of error.
Framework Implementation
We implement WSMeter as an automated framework to facilitate evaluating new features. Figure 14 shows its operations. First, WSMeter periodically (e.g., every 24 hours) gathers per-job instance performance (e.g., IPC, user-level performance metrics) to analyze the current performance behavior. The information is stored on a performance database.
Second, WSMeter uses the information from the first step and a solver to calculate the observation requirements (N i ). The framework then applies the new feature to job instances. For per-job features, WSMeter randomly selects N i instances and applies the feature. For per-machine features, WSMeter randomly selects a predefined number of machines, applies the feature, and checks which job instances are affected.
Third, WSMeter observes the new job performance and checks the fidelity requirements. If the requirements are met, the user can get the performance estimation satisfying the targeted fidelity. If not, the user ends up with less accurate results (i.e., larger margin of error than expected). In this case, the framework automatically adjusts the observation requirements and deploys the feature accordingly so that the next iteration produces the results meeting the target fidelity.
Evaluation
We now provide evaluation results to show the effectiveness of WSMeter. We first compare the cost and fidelity of the statistical performance models (discussed in Section 4.2). Next, we introduce two case studies of applying new features to our WSCs and measuring the performance impacts -upgrading machine CPUs and improving the power management policy. Lastly, we provide a case where a WSC customer uses our framework to identify the benefits of job instance optimizations. Figure 15 . Illustration of testing cluster setups.
Experimental Setup
WSC setup. The WSCs we use consist of several thousand machines with identical hardware/software configurations within each WSC. Our evaluation results are from thousands of live production jobs such as databases [8, 12] , data analytics [16] , websearch [4, 6] , and infrastructure support [7] , which constitute the frontend and the backbone of global internet services. We report the average performance metrics from 24-hour periods to minimize the effect of the variations over time. The case studies may show different performance characteristics as we use different WSCs. Validation methodology. When using WSMeter for an actual performance evaluation scenario, we would use a setup illustrated in Figure 15a . In this case, we cannot validate the accuracy of our performance estimation because we do not have a WSC with the new feature and thus do not know the true performance improvements. We therefore use the setup in Figure 15b to validate the quality of our performance estimation. We construct a WSC where a half of the machines have the new feature applied. This allows us to calculate the reference performances (μ Cur r and μ N ew ), which show the true benefit of the feature. Note that we confirm the positive effects of the feature a priori and make such an aggressive deployment only for validation purposes.
We then draw a testing cluster from the new WSC and estimate the performance with error margins (m N ew ± t × s N ew ). For an estimation to be successful, it must 1) exclude the current WSC performance (μ Cur r ) to claim a meaningful difference, and 2) include the new WSC performance (μ N ew ) to be accurate. We perform multiple testing cluster draws (e.g., 100 times) and measure how many estimations satisfy these two criteria to evaluate the robustness of our method.
Cost and Fidelity Analysis.
We first compare the cost and fidelity of the baseline statistical model and WSMeter's model (Figure 16 ). The ideal fidelity-costs from an optimization solver is also presented.
The baseline has low efficiency because of its coarse-grain definition of performance (i.e., machine granularity). A machine performance is an addition of highly variable job behaviors, where the job combination differs machine by machine. In contrast, our model describes the fidelity requirements for each job. This preciseness in the requirement description allows us to achieve small overall performance variance and high efficiency.
Case study I: Machine CPU Upgrade
In the first case study, we measure the performance improvements from upgrading machine CPUs. We describe how the baseline and WSMeter detect the benefits.
Baseline. Using the baseline model, we would first measure the current WSC's performance distribution to determine the testing cluster size. In this case, the standard deviation is about 15% of the average performance (μ Cur r ). This tells that deploying 25∼100 machines would provide estimation with ±3%∼±6% margin of error (95% confidence). Next, we estimate the performance from the testing cluster. We try three different cluster sizes (i.e., 25, 50, and 100 machines). Figure 17a shows the performance estimations from three trials (i.e., testing cluster selections) for each size, along with the reference performances; the reference improvement is 6.5%. 25 machines have too wide margins to claim statistically significant difference (i.e., exclude μ Cur r ) while 100 machines are enough to tell the difference. This is natural considering that their margin of errors are ±6% and ±3%, respectively; usually the performance difference should be larger than the margin width to be robustly distinguished. Figure 17b shows the performance estimations from 100 trials for each size. Again, small clusters often fail to exclude the current performance to claim meaningful improvement. We note that all sizes correctly include the new performance (μ N ew ) for more than 95% as we set the confidence level to 95%. Summary -The baseline detects 6.5% performance improvement using 100 machines (1.7% of WSC), with ±3% margin of error.
WSMeter. To further reduce the evaluation costs from the baseline, we use WSMeter's model. We first calculate the ideal costs to roughly estimate the testing cluster size. We solve optimization problems which consider top 200 heavyweight jobs and target ±3% and ±1% fidelities. Table 1 shows that 40∼43 machines would provide about ±1%∼±1.5% margin of error. Note that for ±3% case, the solver estimates the costs as 40 machines to satisfy the minimum observation constraint (i.e., min(N i ) = 4). As WSMeter's model has slightly lower efficiency than the ideal cost estimation (Figure 16 ), we deploy 25-/50-machine cluster expecting to achieve >±1.5% margin of error. Figure 18a illustrates the performance estimations from three trials for each size. The reference performances and the margin of error slightly change for each trial because the job selection and the corresponding job weights change for different testing clusters (see Section 5.2.2 for details). We emphasize that the relative performance improvements are quite consistent (≈ 7%) and they are close to the improvement calculated from all the jobs (i.e., 100% coverage, 6% improvement 8 ). Both 25 and 50 machine cluster show small margin of error 8 The improvement is different from the baseline/machine granularity model (6.5%) because we use the job granularity model. Figure 19 . New DVFS policy: Estimating the performance improvement using WSMeter.
(≈ ±2.3% and 1.6% respectively) and correctly exclude the current WSC performance to claim statistically significant performance improvements. Figure 18b summarizes the results from 100 trials. We note that the estimations successfully exclude the current performance but often fails to include the new performance (i.e., 90% inclusion, while it should be ≥95%). We believe assuming zero covariance (Section 4.3) results in underestimating the variance and corresponding margin of error. We recommend to accurately consider correlation factors and the corresponding increase in variance (if necessary) or simply make a conservative estimation by increasing the margin. In our case, expanding the margin of error by ∼20% makes the interval to include the new performance for >95% of the trials. Lastly, we confirm that the CPU quota coverage is high enough to ignore the performance deviation from the full-coverage results. Summary -WSMeter detects ≈7% performance improvement using 25∼50 machines (0.4%∼0.9% of WSC) with ±2.8%∼±1.9% margin of error (20% increased for a conservative statement), while covering 82%∼87% of the total CPU quota. This is > 4× higher efficiency compared to the baseline, assuming the same evaluation fidelity.
Case Study II: New DVFS Policy
As the second case study, we measure the performance impact of improving the power management (i.e., DVFS) policy. It is critical to optimize the policy because a well-tuned policy can improve the performance per TCO without introducing extra software or hardware overheads.
Baseline. Similar to the first case study, we start by checking the variance of the current WSC to determine the testing cluster size. In this case, the standard deviation is 13% of the average performance and 100 machines would provide ±2.6% fidelity. However, we notice that the estimated performance from the testing cluster almost always includes the current performance (i.e., no significant difference exists). Further investigation on the reference performance reveals that the improvement is small (1.2%) and the 100-machine cluster is not enough to distinguish the benefits. Summary -Theoretically, we can detect the improvement by setting the target fidelity to ±0.6% and using 1,900 machines. Considering the impractical costs, we declare a failure to detect the improvements.
WSMeter. For WSMeter, we try 100, 200, and 400 machine clusters. We omit the details of ideal cost analysis for brevity. Figure 19a shows the performance estimations and the reference performance. The reference improvement for partial coverage (i.e., testing clusters) and full coverage (i.e., all jobs) are both ≈1%. Similar to the first case, our method achieves high evaluation fidelity (≈ ±0.92%, ±0.63%, ±0.45% for 100, 200, and 400 machines, respectively). Figure 19b shows that 400-machine cluster robustly identifies the improvement while also achieving high coverage (91%). The evaluation is relatively expensive (6.6% of WSC) but worth it because the feature is relatively easy to apply (i.e., hot patch) and we can achieve improvements without introducing new hardware or software costs.
This second case study further emphasizes the importance of high fidelity and low cost performance evaluation. Despite small improvements, the long term benefit of such a feature is enormous considering the scale and operation costs of WSCs. Summary -WSMeter distinguishes ≈1% performance difference using 400 machines (6.6% of WSC) with 0.45% margin of error, while covering 91% of the total CPU quota. We emphasize that the baseline fails to detect the improvement with reasonable costs.
Case Study III: Optimizing Service Instances
This case study shows how a WSC customer who hosts internet services on our cloud may use WSMeter to evaluate the comprehensive service performance. We assume a scenario where the customer applies software optimizations (i.e., compiler optimizations and software updates) to the service instances. The customer operates one compute-intensive service and one network-intensive service of equal importance and cost (i.e., weight). For each job, 1,500+ instances are deployed on the cloud [46] as virtual machines. Table 2 summarizes the performance characteristics of the two services. We use normalized performance metrics (i.e., throughput) for performance evaluation. Our validation methodology (Section 6.1) measures the reference performance improvements as 6.6% and 12%, respectively. The reference improvement in the overall performance metric is therefore 9.3%.
We note that the performance improvement of the computeintensive job measured on an empty local testing cluster is 11%, which is very different from the WSC results (6.6%). This discrepancy strongly encourages the WSC customers, Table 2 into WSMeter framework with ±3% target fidelity, it suggests to deploy 21 computeintensive service instances and 49 network-intensive service instances. We construct the testing cluster as suggested and observe the results (Table 3 ). The error margin of each job is larger than the targeted value (±3%), but as we apply the weighted sum (following the job-level model definition in Section 4.3), the margin of the overall performance metric satisfies the requirements. As our performance estimation always includes the reference performance improvement (9.3%), we validate the effectiveness of our framework for a WSC customer's use case.
Related work
Benchmarks targeting WSC environments. Many studies aim to characterize and reproduce the job behaviors of WSCs and other large-scale computing environments [5, 14, 17, 22, 24, 32, 55, 58] . While they provide valuable insights regarding the inherent characteristics of various jobs, the analyses assume a single job running in a controlled environment and therefore lack realistic variances shown in WSCs (discussed in Section 2). Some benchmark suites [14, 17] reproduce resource sharing behaviors to better model job co-location scenarios. However, their job diversity and resource sharing patterns are too simple and deterministic to faithfully reproduce WSC-like behaviors. Accounting performance variances. Previous work [1, 11, 15, 26, 34] discusses various sources of performance variability (e.g., nondeterminism of multi-threaded applications, dynamics of Java environment) and statistical methods to embrace them. Some work [1, 15, 26] uses the CLT and t-statistic as we do. Other work suggests hierarchical performance testing [11] or resampling method [34] which reliably discern performances with relaxed requirements on the population distribution (e.g., sample mean does not need to follow a normal distribution).
The major difference between the previous work and our method is that we propose a much more holistic model and methodology developed based on the nature of WSCs to efficiently embrace the variance (e.g., job granularity performance model). The previous work deals with repeatable single-job benchmarks which are much simpler to model and apply statistical techniques. Note that we develop our model based on parametric statistics (e.g., CLT and t-statistic) because it works well for our scenario. The other types of testing (suggested in [11, 34] ) can be orthogonally applied with appropriate modeling changes.
Conclusion
This paper proposes WSMeter, a cost-effective methodology to accurately evaluate Google's WSCs in live production environments. We first proposed a performance metric which accurately accounts for thousands of production jobs with complex behaviors. The metric facilitated quantifying the performance changes from new features and WSC design changes. We then proposed a statistical model to efficiently embrace the performance variance in multi-tenant WSCs. The model allowed us to accurately derive the performance metric with minimal costs and risks. Our three case studies from real-world WSCs showed that WSMeter successfully distinguished performance improvements using only a small subset of a full WSC.
